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Progress of testing 
In May or June of 2001 The 10 Hungarian sample schools did the next tests:  
Cohort B which started in September 1998 with Test 3, now did Test 6 (at end of Year 5 with 
469 pupils) and stepped out from the project.   
Cohort A which started in September 1998 with Test 2, now did Test 5 (at end of Year 4 
with 516 pupils) and will do the last test in 2002. 
Cohort 1 which started in September 1998 with Test 1, now did Test 4 (at end of Year 3 with 
453 pupils) and will do the last two tests in 2002 and in 2003. 
Cohort 2 which started in September 1999 with Test 1, now did Test 3 (at end of Year 2 with 
486 pupils) and will do the last three tests in 2002, 2003 and 2004. Data of this main cohort is 
input by items. Also, in 2002 we will input its Test 4 data by the 60 items. 
 
In school H01, after Test 5, nine  pupils went to its 8-graded ‘gimnazium’ class but they were 
not made do Test 6. Last year the situation was similar but with 30 pupils. 
In schools H01, H07 and H12 the teachers who had dealed with the data processing before, 
left the school. It caused the problem with identifying pupils’ codes, sexes and sometimes 
ages. We could restaurate the codes in school H01 and H12  but I have doubt in the success of 
identification in school H07. So the progress analysis of individual pupils is not solvable at 
Hb6007p, at Ha5007p and at H14007p. We think it does not big matter since these cohorts are 
not compared in the project by pupils or by items. Of course, the means of those groups are 
correct! 
The tests of the main (2) cohort were marked and their itemized data processing was done in 
our college for 9 schools. Only school H04 marked their own tests and input the itemized data 
without our help. 
 
School H11 is not involved in the sample as its pupils are slight mentally handicapped 
children. This school marked all their tests and input the items in each cohort. 
 
Results in general 
We can see rather stable means in the Hungarian sample when compare the different cohorts.  
In Test 1, mean 11 of h11 (Hungary cohort 1 test 1) is very close to mean 10.2 of h21.  
In Test 2, mean 30 of ha2, mean 27 of h12 and mean 27 of h22 are very close to each other 
again. 
In Test 3, mean 47 of hb3, mean 47 of ha3, mean 46 of h13 and mean 47 of h23 are almost the 
same. 
In Test 4, mean 62 of hc4, mean 62.2 of hb4, mean 61.9 of ha4 and mean 62 of h14 are very 
similar again. 
In Test 5, mean 79 of hd5, mean 81.3 of hc5, mean 81.4 of hb5 and mean 81.9 of ha5 show a 
similarity too. 
In Test 6, mean 102 of he6, mean 101.4 of hd6, 95.6 of hc6 and mean 99.7 of hb6 are also 
rather close. 



 
Development within any cohort is rather good. 
 
This stability can be detected at larger schools too. Of course in small size (under 20 pupils 
per cohort) schools we can notice greater differencies among the different cohorts. 
As we remarked it at the previous meetings, there are several questions in each test which 
have  not been tought in the different school years (not contained in our curriculum) or have 
not been  required yet. 
 
Compared the Hungarian Test 2 mean with those similar countries where pupils also go to 
school at age of 6+ (except one country), and also with Ireland and the U.K., where Y1 starts 
at age of 5+, we can see a rather commensurable progress –besides a natural, expectable 
variety, in accordance the curriculums and standards of those countries. 
 
At the same time we have to underline that the mathematics school standard in Hungary has 
been declining for many decades, mainly beyond age of 10. Besides national measurement 
evidences, the first international warning fact was that in the 1995 TIMSS the Hungarian 13+ 
years old pupils achieved the 14th place among 41 countries and several European countries 
were stronger than Hungary. The recent OECD-PISA 2000 measurement showed (what we 
had known) that Hungarian 15+ pupils are very poor in general literacy (23rd among 31) and -
-consequently—also very poor in ’mathematical literacy’ (20th among 31) and slightly better 
in ’scientific literacy’ (15th among 31). 
 
Problem of the representativity 
The Hungarian sample is not representative of course (since it was not a strict requirement). 
School H05, H06 (both are university practice schools) have outstanding pupils and standard 
in average. School H01, H02 and H04 are good city schools. School H03 and H12 are 
periferial district city schools and H07, H08 and H09 are village schools. Except H04 and 
H09, 8 schools are situated in the same county. Inspite of the variety of weaker and stronger 
schools of our sample, the number of pupils in the stronger schools is much more greater than 
the number of pupils in the weaker schools. 
It is why we worked out a special weighing for simulating a better ’quasi-representativity’: As 
if the 20% of the population were in the strongest schools, 35% of the population were in the 
good city schools and 45% of the population were in the weaker schools. After this weighing, 
the new means are 1-3 marks lower than the sample means in the Test 1-5 and are 4-7 marks 
lower than the sample means in the Test 6.  (See the table) 
Maybe we would get a better weighing if we estimated 50% of pupils in stronger schools and 
50% of pupils in weaker schools. In any case, we neither would like to over-estimate nor 
under-estimate the Hungarian standard. 
 
 
 
On the Test 3 result of the main cohort (2) 
Data of h23 were input by items. The 29 questions contain 60 items in total. The size of our 
sample is 486. Here the list of numbers of pupils whose answer was correct in each item is: 
 
  1      2     3a     b      c      d      e      f      4a     b 
470, 475. 480, 482, 478, 472, 479, 461, 448, 384,  
 
 5a     b      c     6a     b      c      d     7a      b      c 



418, 408, 455, 481, 465, 477, 467, 476, 474, 460, 
 
  8     9a     b      c      d      e       f    10a    b      c 
480, 469, 480, 468, 428, 429, 397, 472, 459, 469,  
 
  d    11a    b      c     12    13    14    15    16    17 
448, 434, 384, 239, 365, 404, 382, 423, 341, 297, 
 
 18    19   20a    b    21a    b      c    22a    b      c   
405, 113, 238, 251, 381, 372, 327, 447, 292, 282,  
 
  d    23a    b     24    25    26    27   28a    b     29 
174, 298, 374, 134, 288, 100, 299, 114, 123, 219. 
 
We selected some questions to comment them. The graph shows the reason of this selection 
(relatively poor or relatively strong result): 
Q4b is on selecting the odd numbers. Q5a and 5b are on placing letters (left, right). 
Q9d is subtraction of 2-digit numbers. 9e and 9f are (simple) equations with 2-digit numbers. 
Q11b is on finding terms of a sequence in both directions. 11c is a (simple) geometric 
sequence. 
Q12 is the first real word problem (besides Q5).  Q14 is a word problem for division (with 
remainder).  
Q16 is on fractional part.  Q17 is a word problem (indirect).  Q18 is a simple word problem 
for addition and subtraction. 
Q19 is an unusual question in Hungarian Y2 maths lessons (each segment means 20).  
Q20a and b are on a little bit more difficult sequence. More pupil was able to word the 
accepted rule than those who could calculate the next two terms correctly! 
Q21c is on recognizing zero in the context and on the graph.  
Q22a is a simpliest type multiplication of the multiplication table. 22b and c are more difficult 
multiplicaions or divisions. 22d is easy to losing count.  
Q23a and b are relatively simplier questions (compared with the close questions). 
Q24 is a typical word problem which difficult for our pupils to understand. 25 is also a word 
problem, but it is shorter than the previous one and well known type for Hungarian pupils. 
Q26 is cannot be accepted as we teach decimals from Y5. 
Q27 brought a relatively good result, although we write fractions just from Y4! 
Q28a and b are on rounding. It seems to be difficult yet for our Y2 pupils although we 
frequently give such questions. (Maybe the wording is unusual.) 
We are looking forward the data and analysis from the other participating countries and 
forward the next tests in June 2002:   h24,  h15  and  ha6. 
 
 


